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Chapterr 9 

RXTERXTE observations of the neutron star 
low-masss X-ray binary GX 17+2: correlated 
X-rayy spectral and timing behavior 

Jeroenn Homan, Michiel van der Klis, Peter G. Jonker, Rudy Wijnands, 
Erikk Kuulkers, Mariano Méndez, & Walter H. G. Lewin 

InIn preparation 

Abstract t 

Wee analyzed ~600 ks of Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer data of the neutron star low-mass 
X-rayy binary and Z source GX 17+2. A study was performed of the properties of the noise 
componentss and quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) as a function of the spectral properties, 
withh the main goal to study the relation between the frequencies of the horizontal branch and 
upperr kHz QPOs. It was found that when the upper kHz QPO frequency is below 1030 Hz, , 
itt correlates with the HBO frequency, whereas above 1030 Hz they anti-correlate. GX 17+2 
iss the first source in which this is observed. We also found that the frequency difference of 
thee high frequency QPOs was not constant. Observations of the normal branch oscillations 
duringg two type I X-ray bursts showed that their absolute amplitude decreased as the flux from 
thee neutron star became stronger. We discuss these and other findings in terms of models that 
havee been proposed for these phenomena. 

9.11 Introductio n 
Basedd on their spectral and variability properties, six of the persistently bright neutron star 
low-masss X-ray binaries (LMXBs) were classified as Z sources (Hasinger & van der Kli s 
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1989),, after the Z-like tracks they trace out in X-ray color-color (CDs) and hardness intensity 
diagramss (HIDs). These sources are GX 17+2, Cyg X-2, GX 5-1, GX 340+0, Sco X-l , 
andd GX 349+2. The Z-like tracks consist of three branches, which, from top to bottom, are 
referredd to as the horizontal branch (HB), the normal branch (NB), and the flaring branch (FB). 
Soo far, GX 349+2 is only found on the NB and FB, whereas the other Z sources show all three 
branches.. It is generally believed that the parameter that determines the position along the 
ZZ track is the mass accretion rate, increasing from the HB to the FB. In addition to spectral 
changess along the Z-track, some of the Z sources show long term changes in the shape and 
positionn of the Z-track in the CD and HID. These secular changes, as they are referred to, are 
clearlyy observed in Cyg X-2 (Kuulkers et al. 1996; Wijnands et al. 1997b), GX 5-1 (Kuulkers 
ett al. 1994), and GX 340+0 (Kuulkers & van der Kli s 1996) (the Cyg-like sources; the other Z 
sourcess are referred to as the Sco-like sources), and more recently also in GX 17+2 (Wijnands 
ett al. 1997a). It has been suggested that they are related to the relatively high inclination at 
whichh these sources are seen (Kuulkers et al. 1994; Kuulkers & van der Kli s 1995), or to a 
higherr magnetic field strength of the neutron stars (Psaltis et al. 1995). 

Thee power spectra of the Z sources show several types of quasi-periodic oscillations 
(QPOs)) and noise components (see van der Kli s 1995a, for a review). It was found that 
theirr presence and properties are very well correlated with the position of the source along 
thee Z track (Hasinger & van der Klis 1989), even when the Z-tracks show secular changes 
(e.g.. Kuulkers et al. 1994). Three types of low frequency (<100 Hz) QPOs are seen in the 
ZZ sources: the horizontal branch (HBOs), normal branch (NBOs) and flaring branch QPOs 
(FBOs).. Their names derive from the branches on which they were originally found. The 
HBOO is found on the HB and NB with a frequency (15-60 Hz) that gradually increases along 
thee HB towards the NB. When the sources move from the HB onto the NB the frequency 
increasee flattens off. In GX 17+2 and Cyg X-2 it was found that when the source passes a 
certainn point on the NB, the HBO frequency starts to decrease (Wijnands et al. 1996, 1997b). 
Thee NBO and FBO are most likely the same phenomenon. They are found on the NB and FB 
(nearr the NB/FB vertex) but not on the HB. On the NB the QPO has a frequency of ~5-7 Hz, 
whichh rapidly increases to ~20 Hz when the source moves across the NB/FB vertex (Pried-
horskyy et al. 1986; Dieters & van der Kli s 2000). In recent years two types of high frequency 
(orr kHz) QPO were found in the Z sources (van der Kli s et al. 1996; Wijnands et al. 1997a, 
1998a,b;; Jonker et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 1998, see van der Kli s 2000, for a review). They 
havee frequencies between 215 Hz and 1130 Hz, which increase from the HB to the NB. The 
twoo QPOs are often observed simultaneously, with a frequency difference of ~300 Hz. In 
Scoo X-l this frequency difference was found to decrease with increasing QPO frequency (van 
derr Kli s et al. 1997b). The frequency difference in the other Z sources is both consistent with 
thee behavior seen in Sco X-l and with being constant (Wijnands et al. 1997a; Jonker et al. 
1998;; Psaltis et al. 1998). Three types of noise are seen in die Z sources. They are the very 
loww frequency noise (VLFN), the low frequency noise (LFN), and the high frequency noise 
(HFN).. The VLFN and HFN are found on all branches, whereas the LFN is only observed on 
thee HB and NB. The VLFN, which is found at frequencies below 1 Hz, can be described by a 
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powerr law. The HFN and LFN are both band limited components, with cutoff frequencies of, 
respectively,, 10-100 Hz, and 2-10 Hz. 

Manyy competing models have been proposed for the origin of the QPOs and noise com-
ponents.. It is beyond the scope of this introduction to mention these models in detail - most 
off  them will be discussed in Section 9.4. 

Inn this paper we present a study, based on data acquired with the Rossi X-ray Timing Ex-
plorerplorer (RXTE), of the correlated spectral and variability properties of the Z source GX 17+2. 
Itt is a continuation of the workk by Wijnands et al. (1996,1997a). The current paper constitutes 
thee first report on the very large observing campaign of 1999, which more than doubled the 
totall  coverage of the source. This campaign was undertaken with the express purpose of in-
vestigatingg if a non-monotonic relation exists between the frequency of the kHz QPOs and the 
HBOO in GX 17+2. Section 9.2 deals with the observations and analysis. The spectral results 
aree presented in Section 9.3.1 and the results for each power spectral component in Sections 
9.3.22 and 9.3.3. A number of qualitatively new results is found in our greatly expanded data 
set.. In particular, we find that when the upper kHz QPO frequency is below 1030 Hz, it cor-
relatess with the HBO frequency, whereas above 1030 Hz they anti-correlate. We also find 
thatt kHz QPO frequency difference is not constant and that the Q values of the HBO and kHz 
QPOss cannot be explained by life time broadening. These and other results are compared to 
observationss of other Z sources and discussed in terms of current models in Section 9.4. 

9.22 Observations and Analysis 

Thee data used for the analysis in this paper were all obtained with the Proportional Counter 
Arrayy (PCA, Jahoda et al. (1996)) on board RXTE (Bradt et al. 1993). The PCA consists 
off  five xenon filled proportional counter units (PCUs), each with an effective area of ~1250 
cm22 (at 10 keV). Although the five PCUs are in principle identical they all have a slightly 
differentt energy response. These responses change continuously due to slow processes such 
ass gas leakage and the aging of the electrodes. In addition, the high voltage settings of the 
instrumentss are occasionally altered (gain changes), resulting in rather more drastic changes 
inn the detector response. These changes have been applied three times during the life time of 
RXTERXTE thereby defining four gain epochs. Occasionally one or more PCUs are not operational. 
Theyy can be switched off by an internal safety mechanism, or by the ground control crew, for 
reasonss of detector preservation. Therefore, the number of active detectors varies between the 
observations. . 

Al ll  our RXTE/PCA observations of GX17+2 were done between 1997 February 2 and 
20000 March 31. A log of the observations is given in Table 9.1. We do not include the 
observationss done in February 1996, which were used by Wijnands et al. (1996). The reasons 
forr this are the limited time resolution in the energy range of interest, difficulties with scaling 
thee Sz due to an incomplete Z track, and the relatively small amount of data (~60 ks). Data 
takenn during satellite slews and Earth occultations were removed, as were the nine type IX -
rayy bursts that were observed; they are the subject of a separate article by Kuulkers (2001). 
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Beginn Time (UTC) 
1997-02-022 19:13 
1997-04-011 19:13 
1997-07-277 02:13 
1998-08-077 06:40 
1998-11-188 06:42 
1999-10-033 02:43 
2000-03-311 12:15 

Endd Time (UTC) 
1997-02-277 03:34 
1997-04-044 23:26 
1997-07-288 00:33 
1998-08-088 23:40 
1998-11-200 13:31 
1999-10-122 07:05 
2000-03-311 16:31 

Totall  (ks) 
58.7 7 
34.6 6 
42.9 9 
71.0 0 
86.0 0 
297.6 6 
6.9 9 

Modes0 0 

33 or 4,5,6,9 
4,5,6,9 9 
4,5,6,9 9 
4,5,8 8 

4,5(,7),8 8 
10,11,12 2 
10,11,12 2 

Gainn Epoch 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 

aa Modes in addition to the Standard 1 and Standard 2 modes. See Table 9.2 for modes. 

Tablee 9.1: A log of all RXTE/PCA observations used in this paper. Mode 7 was not always 
activee during the November 1998 observations. Note that none of the observations represents 
ann uninterrupted interval. Each is a collection of observations that were done around the same 
time.. These observations were separated in time from each other for various reasons, such as 
Earthh occultations, passages of the South Atlantic Anomaly, or observations of other sources. 

Thee total amount of good data that remained was ~600 ks. 
Dataa were collected in several modes with different time and spectral resolutions. Two of 

thesee modes, 'Standard 1' and 'Standard 2', were always operational. These modes have time 
resolutionss of, respectively, 1/8 s and 16 s, and the numbers of energy channels in the 2-60 
keVV range are, respectively, 1 and 129. In addition to these two modes, other modes were 
activee that varied between the observations. Their properties are given in Table 9.2. 

Thee Standard 2 data were used to perform a spectral analysis. The data were background 
subtracted,, but no dead time corrections were applied; these were in the order of 2-5%. Al-
thoughh dead time is intrinsically independent of energy, by not correcting for it the spectral 
propertiess are affected. The reason for this is that the model background is relatively too high 
comparedd to the total (not dead time corrected) count rate. The effects for this are strongest at 
highh energies, where the source contribution is lowest and the background is strongest. As a 
resultt the spectrum becomes a bit softer; however, the changes in the soft and hard color are 
inn the order of only 10_3% and 0.1%, respectively, much less than the errors due to counting 
statistics.. In any case, we are usually not interested in the absolute values of the colors, but 
merelyy in using them as a tool to study the variability. 

Forr each 16 s data segment (i.e. the intrinsic resolution of the Standard 2 mode) we defined 
twoo colors, which are the ratios of count rates in two different energy bands, and an intensity, 
whichh is simply the count rate in one energy band. The energy bands used for the colors (soft 
andd hard color) and intensity, are given in Table 9.3. The lower energy boundaries for the 
softt color and intensity were chosen relatively high in order to avoid to the lowest and least 
reliablee energy channels. By plotting the two colors against each other a color-color diagram 
(CD)) was produced. A hardness-intensity diagram (HID) was produced by plotting the hard 
colorr against the intensity. To produce the CDs and HIDs we only used data obtained with 
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Mode e 
1 1 
2 2 

3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 

10 0 
11 1 
12 2 

Name e 
Standardd 1 
Standardd 2 

E_8us-8A_0_ls s 
SB_125us_0_13_ls s 
SBJ25us_14_17_ls s 
SB_125us_18_23_ls s 
SB_125us_18_249_ls s 
E_16us_64M_18_ls s 
SB_125usJ24_249_ls s 

SB_125us_0_13_ls s 
SB_125us_14_17_ls s 
E_16us_64M_18_ls s 

Timee Resolution (s) 
2"3 3 

24 4 

2-17 7 

2-13 3 
2-13 3 
2-13 3 
2-13 3 
2~16 6 
2-13 3 

2-13 3 

2-13 3 

2 - i 6 6 

Energyy range (keV) 
2-60 0 
2-60 0 

2-60 0 
2-5.1 1 

5.1-6.6 6 
6.6-8.7 7 
6.6-60 0 
6.6-60 0 
8.7-60 0 

2-5.8 8 
5.8-7.5 5 
7.5-60 0 

Energyy channels 
1 1 

129 9 

8 8 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

64 4 
1 1 

1 1 
1 1 

64 4 

Tablee 9.2: Names and settings of the data modes that were used in our analysis. The lower 
andd upper energy boundaries of the PCA energy sensitivity range are given as 2 and 60 keV, 
althoughh they changed between (and also slightly during) the different gain epochs. 

thosee PCUs that (for each gain epoch) were always on. For gain epoch 3 these were PCUs 0, 
11 and 2, and for gain epoch 4 PCUs 0 and 2. Due to the different numbers of detectors and 
thee differences in the detector settings we decided to produce the CDs and HIDs separately 
forr the two gain epochs. However, in choosing the energy channels we tried to take channels 
whosee energy boundaries were as close a possible. 

Duee to the aging processes mentioned earlier, observations with the same source spectrum 
thatt are made more than a few weeks apart end up at a different location in the CD. To correct 
forr this effect we analyzed a number oiRXTEIVCK observations of the Crab pulsar (which is 
assumedd to have a constant spectrum, see also Kuulkers et al. 1994) that were taken around the 
timee of our GX 17+2 observations. For all Crab observations we produced the colors in the 
samee energy bands as we used for GX 17+2. We found that the observed colors of the Crab 
indeedd changed. For each observation we calculated multiplicative scaling factors, for both 
colors,, with respect to those of the first Crab observation. We used these factors to scale the 
colorss of the GX 17+2 observations back to those of the first GX 17+2 observation, assuming 
thatt the differences in the spectra of the Crab and GX 17+2 do not lead to very different 
scalingg factors. This procedure could only be applied to die epoch 3 observations, where, as 
expected,, we found it to result in a narrower track in the CD. No corrections were applied for 
thee intensity. Since no Crab observations were available for the March 2000 observations, no 
correctionss could be applied to epoch 4 data. 

Ourr power spectral analysis was based on selecting observations as a function of the po-
sitionn along the Z track in the CD. We used a method that is based on the 'rank number' and 
'S'Szz'' parameterization methods introduced by Hasinger et al. (1990) and Hertz et al. (1992), 
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Gainn Epoch Soft Color Hard Color Intensity 
(Channels)) (keV) (Channels) (keV) (Channels) (keV) 

33 10-16/5-9 4.8-7.3/3.0-4.8 26-50/17-25 10.5-19.7/7.3-10.5 5-50 3.0-19.7 
44 8-13/4-7 4.6-7.1/2.9-4.6 22^*2/14-21 10.5-19.6/7.1-10.5 4-42 2.9-19.6 

Tablee 9.3: Channel and energy boundaries of the soft and hard colors and the intensity used for 
thee spectral analysis. The channel numbers refer to the Standard two mode channels (1-129). 

andd that has been gradually refined in similar studies (Kuulkers et al. 1994; Kuulkers & van 
derr Klis 1996; Kuulkers et al. 1997; Wijnands et al. 1997b; Dieters & van der Kli s 2000). In 
thiss method in its current form, all points in the CD are projected onto a bicubic spline (see 
Presss et al. 1992) whose normal points are placed by hand in the middle of the Z track (see 
Figuree 9.1). The HB/NB and NB/FB vertices are given the values Sz=l  and Sz=2, respectively. 
Thee rest of the Z track is scaled according to the length of the NB. Problems arise when sharp 
curvess are present in the track, in our study most notably around the NB/FB vertex. Due to 
scatter,, points that have FB properties end up on the NB and vice versa. This is not a problem 
thatt is only intrinsic to the Sz parameterization; it is a limitation that applies to all selection 
methodss based on colors. No observable parameter, apart from the power spectra, has been 
identifiedd that could be used to distinguish NB and FB observations around the vertex better 
thann the X-ray colors. 

Inn order to improve on the results of Wijnands et al. (1997a) we wished to combine the 
epochh 3 and epoch 4 data sets. Unfortunately, the tracks traced out in the CDs for epoch 3 
andd 4 are not the same and two different splines had to be used for the Sz parameterization. 
Sincee the normal points for these splines were drawn by hand, the Sz scales for the epoch 3 
andd epoch 4 CDs were unlikely to be exactly the same. Therefore, we first transformed the Sz 

scalee of epoch 4 to that of epoch 3. To accomplish this, we measured the frequency of either 
thee HBO or NBO at several places along the Z track of epoch 3, and determined the Sz interval 
correspondingg to the same frequency in the epoch 4 data. The results are shown in Figure 9.2. 
Wee found that Sz,epoch4 = (0.06 ) + (1.005 z,epocA3, showing that, although 
thee scales are the same (within the errors), a small shift is present. We subsequently scaled 
thee Sz values of epoch 4 using the above expression. The above scaling method assumes that 
thee HBO and NBO frequencies are strongly related to Sz. Previous studies of Z sources (see 
e.g.. Kuulkers et al. 1997; Wijnands et al. 1997a; Jonker et al. 2000b; Dieters & van der Kli s 
2000),, as well as the fact that only littl e scatter is present around the linear relation in Figure 
9.22 seems to confirm this. 

Powerr spectra were created from the data in modes with high time resolution (< 2~l3s; 
seee Table 9.2) using standard Fast Fourier Transform techniques (see van der Klis 1989, and 
referencess therein). The data were not background subtracted and no dead time corrections 
weree applied prior to the Fourier transformations. We made power spectra in several energy 
bands,, with several frequency resolutions and Nyquist frequencies. We finally settled on 
0.0625^0966 Hz power spectra in the 5.1-60 keV (epoch 3) and 5.8-60 keV (epoch 4) bands, 
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Figuree 9.1: Color-color diagrams (left column) and Hardness-Intensity diagrams (right col-
umn)) for the epoch 3 (top) and epoch 4 data (bottom). Each point represent a 16 s average. 
Thee splines and vertices (white circles) that were used for the Sz parameterization are shown, 
ass are the typical error bars. See Table 9.3 for the energy bands used for the soft and hard 
colorr and intensity. 
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Figuree 9.2: 5Z selections with similar HBO or NBO/FBO frequencies for epoch 3 and epoch 
4.. The best linear relation between the two scales is S êpoch4 = (0.06  0.04) + (1.005
0.018)5;,.ep0chi-- The errors are the widths of the Sz selections. 

sincee the QPOs were most significantly detected in that band. This choice of frequency range 
meanss that the properties of the VLFN, which dominates the power spectrum below 0.1 Hz, 
couldd not always be measured satisfactorily, but it does allow to follow the power spectral 
evolutionn on time scales down to 16 s. Note that the power spectra of epoch 4 were produced 
inn a slightly higher energy band than those of epoch 3. Due to the gain changes and the limited 
choicee of energy channels this was the best possible match. 

Thee power spectra were selected on the basis of Sz, as determined from the CD. The Sz 

selectionss usually had a width of 0.1 and did not overlap - no power spectrum was represented 
inn more than one ^-selection. Different widths were used in cases where the power spectrum 
changedd rapidly as a function of Sz (narrower selections) or when the powers were weak 
(widerr selections). All the power spectra in a selection were averaged, and the resulting power 
spectrumm was rms normalized according to a procedure described in van der Klis (1995b). 

selected,, value of 

Thee properties of the power spectra were quantified by fitting functional forms to them. 
Thee low frequency (0.0625-256 Hz) and high frequency (100-4096 Hz) parts of the power 
spectrumm were fitted separately. The high frequency part was fitted with one or two Lorentzians 
(forr the kHz QPOs) and with the function P(v) = Pi + P2COS(2TW/VN) +P3cos(4irv/vN) for 
thee dead time modified Poisson level (Zhang 1995; Zhang et al. 1995); no separate term was 
usedd for the contribution by the Very Large Events (VLE) count rate since it was absorbed by 
thiss fit  function. At low frequencies the noise that was present could not be fitted consistently, 

11 1 1 i i r 
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andd varying combinations of Junctionals had to be used: 

 Sz<0.0: A Lorentzian (LFN+VLFN) 

 5^=0.0-0.1: A cut-off power law (LFN+VLFN) 

 Sz=0.1-1.4: A power law (VLFN) and a cut-off power law (LFN) 

 Sz=1.4-1.6: A power law (VLFN) and a Lorentzian (LFN+NBO) 

 Sz=  1.6-5.0: A power law (VLFN) and a Lorentzian (LFN) 

 Sz>5.0: A power law (VLFN) 

Thee expression for a power law is P(v) <*  v_ a, that for a cut-off power law is P(v) « 
vv-a-aee~v/v~v/vcutcut (where vcut is the cut-off frequency), and for a Lorentzian P(v) <*  l/[( v - v c ) 2 + 
(FWHM/2)(FWHM/2)22]]  (where vc is the centroid frequency and FWHM is the full-width-at-half-
maximum).. The HBO, its harmonic and the NBO/FBO were each fitted with a Lorentzian. 
Beloww the HBO, at about half its frequency, a broad bump was present that was also fitted 
withh a Lorentzian, whose frequency was sometimes fixed to zero. The dead time modified 
Poissonn level was fitted with a constant. 

Notee that changes in the fit  function, such as using a cut-off power law instead of a 
Lorentziann or adding an extra component, may lead to changes in the values of other pa-
rameters.. Errors on the fit parameters were determined using A%2 = 1. Upper limits were 
determinedd by fixing some or all of the parameters of a component, except the rms ampli-
tude,, to values similar to those obtained in the closest Sz selection where it was found to be 
significant,, leaving all other fit  parameters free, and using Ax2 = 2.71 (95% confidence). 

AA study of the energy dependence and time lag properties of the QPOs and noise compo-
nentss will be presented elsewhere. 

9.33 Results 

9.3.11 Spectral behavior 

Thee CDs and HIDs of both epochs are shown in Figure 9.1. In both CDs the HB/NB vertex is 
nott well defined, since the HB is almost a continuation of the NB. This is mainly due to the 
relativelyy high energies that we chose for our soft color (see Section 9.2). At lower energies 
thee turn-over is much clearer. In Figure 9.3 we show the count rate in several energy bands as 
aa function of Sz, for epoch 4. It shows that the HB/NB vertex in the HID is entirely due to the 
countt rates at low energies. At high energies the HB is a perfect continuation of the NB, and 
noo vertex is present. 

Inn the HID of epoch 3 the Z track appears to be segmented, which was already noted by 
Wijnandss et al. (1997a). Although no corrections for the slow aging processes were applied 
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2.9-20.11 keV 

14.8-20.11 keV 

Figuree 9.3: The count rate in three energy bands as a function of Sz (epoch 4 data only). 
Thee HB/NB vertex in the 2.9-20.1 keV band (a) is caused by the contribution from the low 
energiess (b). This vertex does not show up at high energies (c). 
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Figuree 9.4: 7bp: The average speed along the Z track ((Vz)). Bottom: the percentage of the 
timee spent in each 5z-interval as a function of Sz. 

too the intensity in this HID, we note that they would only have made the segmentation more 
apparent.. The shifts in the HID might be due to the secular motion that has been observed 
inn other Z sources. The shifts, of up to ~5% in intensity, do not show up in the CD. This is 
becausee colors are ratios of intensities and are therefore not very sensitive to overall intensity 
changes;; exactly for this reason CDs are preferable over HIDs for our purpose. Moreover, the 
widthh of the tracks in the CD is about 5%, so changes smaller than this are hard to observe. 

Thee bottom panel of Figure 9.4 shows the distribution of the time spent by the source in 
eachh part of the Z track. The sourcee spent 28% of the time on the HB (Sz < 1), 44.2% on the NB 
(1<5Z<2),, and 27.8% on the FB (5Z>2). The average speed along the Z track as a function 
off  SZ((VZ)) is shown in the top panel of Figure 9.4. The speed at a given Sz(i) is defined as 
VVzz(i)(i)  = \Sz(i + 1) — Sz(i— l)|/32 (see also Wijnands et al. 1997b), where i is used to number 
thee points in order of time. As expected the (Vz) increases considerably when the source enters 
thee FB, but it also increases at the top of the HB. Combined with the small amount of time 
spentt in the upper HB we can conclude that the source reaches to Sz values this low only in 
brief,, quick dashes. 

Forr a more detailed analysis of the spectral changes as a function of the position along the 
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Frequencyy (Hz) 

Figuree 9.5: Power spectra (0.0625-256 Hz) for nine different Sz selections. The Poisson 
levell  was subtracted for all power spectra. The most important power spectral features are 
indicated. . 

ZZ track in GX 17+2 we refer to 0' Brien et al. (2001, in preparation). 

9.3.22 Power spectra 

Loww Frequency QPOs and Noise Components 

Figuree 9.5 shows the low frequency part (0.0625-256 Hz) of the power spectrum for nine 
differentt Sz selections. The power spectra shown in Figure 9.5 are selected from epoch 3 and 
epochh 4 and are therefore a combination of 5.1-60 keV and 5.8-60 keV data. The percentage 
off  epoch 3 and epoch 4 data varies between the S,-selections. The contribution of epoch 3 
dataa is highest at the extremes of the Sz range, reaching 100%, and gradually decreases from 
bothh ends to ~10% around Sz=\. 

Severall  components can be seen, which change in strength and shape as a function of Sz. 
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Component t 
LFN N 
HBOO (fund.) 
HBOO (2nd harm.) 
HBOO (sub-harm.) 
Upperr kHz QPO 
VLFN N 
Lowerr kHz QPO 
NBO O 
FBO O 

5z-range e 
-0.6-5.0 0 
-0.6-2.1 1 
-0.6-1.0 0 
-0.6-1.3 3 
-0.3-1.7 7 
0.3-5.5 5 
0.5-1.5 5 
1.6-2.1 1 
2.0-2.7 7 

Tablee 9.4: The nine different components in the combined epoch 3/epoch 4 power spectra, 
andd the 52-ranges in which they were detected. The components are listed in order of Sz 

appearance. . 

Thee different components are identified in Figure 9.5 and the Sz ranges in which they were 
detectedd are given in Table 9.4. The component identified as the sub-harmonic of the HBO is 
ratherr broad and does not have the appearance of a QPO. However, based on the frequency 
ratioss (see below) it is referred to as the sub-harmonic. 

Somee difficulties were experienced with fitting the low frequency part of the power spec-
trumm between SZ=IA  and Sz=l.6, where two or more components with similar frequencies 
weree simultaneously present. Above SZ=IA  the NBO appeared, as a broad feature on top of 
thee LFN. We were not able to distinguish the two components and decided to fit them together 
withh a single Lorentzian. The fit values are not used in figures and tables, since they do not 
representt any of the individual components. Above Sz=l.6, the NBO and LFN could be dis-
tinguishedd more easily. The fit function used for the LFN, which was underlying the NBO, 
wass changed to a Lorentzian to be more consistent with fits at higher Sz (fits with a cut-off 
powerr law gave equally good x%d at this Sz). 

Inn the following sections the results for each of the components will be presented. 

HBO O 

Thee HBO was detected between Sz=—0.6 and Sz=2.1 and its second harmonic between Sz=—0.6 
andd Sz=l.0. The second and third columns of Figure 9.6 show their rms amplitudes, FWHM 
andd frequencies as a function of Sz (see also Table 9.5). The frequency of the HBO increased 
fromm 21.3 Hz at Sz=-0.43 to 60.3 Hz at Sz-IA5 and then decreased to 48.5 Hz at Sz=2.04. 
Thee second harmonic of the HBO had a frequency that was on average 1.941 7 times 
thatt of the first harmonic, which is significantly different from the expected value of 2. A 
likelyy explanation for this discrepancy is proposed in Section 9.4.1. Between Sz=-0.6 and 
5Z=1.00 both the HBO and its second harmonic decreased in strength, with the decrease of the 
secondd harmonic occurring somewhat faster than that of the HBO. In that same Sz interval the 
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SSz z 

5 5 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 

3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 

0.855 3 
0.955 3 

3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

5 5 
6 6 
5 5 
5 5 
4 4 
4 4 

2.755 4 

Rmss (%) 

7 7 
6 6 
3 3 
3 3 

0 0 
4 4 
8 8 
7 7 
1 1 
1 1 
9 9 
0 0 

2.411 3 
2 2 
3 3 
7 7 
2 2 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 

2 2 
4 4 
2 2 
2 2 
6 6 

2 2 

<1.2 2 

HBOO Fundamental 
FWHM(Hz) ) 

6 ^ ^ 

6.91H 6.91H 
4.11 9 

0 0 
9 9 
5 5 

6.11 6 
7 7 
5 5 
5 5 
5 5 
6 6 

9.11 9 
6 6 
3 3 
3 3 
0 0 

55 1+ 0 6 
DD--11 - 0 .3 

6 6 
2 2 

3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 

»3 3 
99 (fixed) 

Frequencyy (Hz) 

8 8 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
8 8 
5 5 
5 5 
4 4 
4 4 

2 2 
4 4 
7 7 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 

60.111 7 
3 3 

56.7+0;8 8 

0 0 
0 0 
1 1 

50.11  1.2 
2 2 

466 (fixed) 

Rmss (%) 

4.55 7 
3 3 
2 2 

55 14+019 

2 2 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
2 2 

2.611 9 
2.411 8 

9 9 
1 1 
5 5 

2 2 
5 5 

<0.7 7 

HBOO 2nd Harmonic 
FWHM(Hz) ) 

Q+4 4 
v - 3 3 

7 7 
1 1 
4 4 
0 0 
9 9 
9 9 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
5 5 
9 9 

3 3 
22+8 8 

155 (fixed) 
155 (fixed) 

Frequencyy (Hz) 

4 4 
5 5 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

73.44 3 
5 5 
7 7 
9 9 

933 2 
1077 (fixed) 
1133 (fixed) 

Tablee 9.5: Fit results for the low frequency QPOs. 
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ssz z 
5 5 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 

3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 

1.455 4 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

5 5 
6 6 
5 5 
5 5 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

Rms(%) ) 

0 0 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 

6.411 7 
9 9 

fifi  7+1 .8 

8 8 
^^  -Ï+1.8 

49+^ ^ 

4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 

33 0+0-3 

22 7+"* 
5 , u-0 .3 3 
<2.6 6 

HBOO Sub-harmonic 
FWHM(Hz) ) 

2 7+ 15 5 
z / - 1 0 0 

6 6 
6 6 

24+* * 
191̂  ^ 

3 3 
4 4 
3 3 

321' ' 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
7 7 
7 7 
6 6 

5 7+ 17 7 
- " - 1 2 2 

4 4 

Frequencyy (Hz) 
00 (fixed) 
00 (fixed) 
00 (fixed) 
00 (fixed) 
00 (fixed) 

4 4 
2+ 3 3 
zz - 6 

3 3 
Q+2 2 
y - 8 8 

i 0 + 1 8 8 
l u - 4 .2 2 

5 5 
0 0 
0 0 
4 4 
3 3 
6 6 
6 6 

6 6 
3 3 

Rms(%) ) 

2 2 
1 1 
9 9 
2 2 

2 2 
8 8 
1 1 
7 7 
2 2 
8 8 
2 2 

1.811 4 
<1.8 8 

NBO O 
FWHM(Hz) ) 

7 7 
0 0 
1 1 

2.111 3 
4 4 

55 4+0-6 
4 4 

5.11 2 
8 8 

8.11 3 
7 7 
6 6 

4 4 
100 (fixed) 

Frequencyy (Hz) 

6 6 
4 4 

6.911 3 
2 2 
0 0 

ii  -l Q+0.6 

8 8 
6 6 
2 2 

2 2 
6 6 

23.11 9 
255 (fixed) 

Tablee 9.5: continued. Fit results for the low frequency QPOs. Note that the rms amplitude 
off  the sub-harmonic was determined between 0 and vc + FWHM, rather than between vc -
FWHMFWHM and vc + FWHM, when the FWHM was larger than the frequency. 
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HBOO subharmonic HBO HBO 2nd harmonic 

Figuree 9.6: Properties of the HBO (middle column), its second harmonic (right column), and 
sub-harmonicc (left column) as a function of Sz. For reasons of comparison the frequency of 
thee other two QPOs (gray) are also plotted in the frequency plot of each QPO. 

FWHMM of the HBO and its second harmonic were fairly constant (showing a slight increase), 
althoughh considerable scatter was present around the average values (which were, respec-
tively,, 3 Hz and 6 Hz). The Q values of the HBO and its harmonic are shown 
inn Figure 9.7. In the Sz range where both were detected their Q values were consistent with 
eachh other. When the second harmonic was not significantly detected anymore OS, > 1.0) the 
rmss amplitude and the FWHM of the HBO both decreased from, respectively, % 
andd 7 Hz (5—0.5-1.0) to % and 5.1 4 (£..= 1.0-1.5). Between Sz=1.0 and 
SSzz==  1.5 the relation between the Sz and the HBO frequency started to flatten. Above Sz=l .5 the 
frequencyy of the HBO clearly dropped, initially quite abruptly and later on more smoothly. 
Thiss frequency drop coincided with an increase in the FWHM to 5 (S,=1.5-2.1); the 
rmss amplitude showed a small increase to 2.1 % (5;,=1.76), followed by a decrease to 

,
z=2.04). . 

Underlyingg the HBO and its second harmonic, but with a central frequency lower than 
thatt of the HBO, we found a broad feature that was also fitted with a Lorentzian. It was 
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Figuree 9.7: Q values (Frequency/FWHM) of the HBO, its harmonic, and the two kHz QPOs as 
aa function of Sz. For reasons of clarity the error bars, which at a given Sz in general overlapped, 
weree omitted. 

significantlyy detected between Sz=—0.6 and Sz=1.3. The properties of the broad feature are 
shownn in the first column of Figure 9.6 (see also Table 9.5). Below Sz=0 the frequency of the 
Lorentziann was fixed to zero. Between Sz=0.5 and Sz=1.5 the frequency of the broad feature 
iss on average 5 times that of the HBO. This suggests that the broad feature is the 
sub-harmonicc of the HBO, certainly when one takes into account that the frequency of a broad 
featuree is rather sensitive to the shape of the continuum. Whereas the rms amplitude and the 
frequencyy of the sub-harmonic both change strongly with Sz the FWHM remains more or less 
constant,, with an average value of 29.5  1.5 Hz. 

NBOO and FBO 

Thee NBO and FBO were detected between Sz=l  .6 and Sz=2.7. The fit results for the NBO/FBO 
aree shown in Figure 9.8 (see also Table 9.5). Below Sz=2.1 the NBO (represented by the filled 
circless in Figure 9.8) has a fairly constant frequency, with values between 6.3 Hz and 7.0 Hz. 
Itss rms amplitude increases from 1.8% to 3.3%, and the FWHM is either ~2.1 or ~3.8. In the 
SSzz-2.0-2.-2.0-2.11 selection both the NBO and FBO were present. This is likely an artefact of the Sz 

selectionn method, since a careful inspection of dynamical power spectra showed no evidence 
forr simultaneous presence of both QPOs. It is interesting to note though, that in the Sz=2.0-2.1 
selectionn the frequency of the FBO is 1 times that of the NBO, which could mean that 
thee two NBO and FBO are harmonically related (however, see below). The FBO increased in 
frequencyy from 13.9 Hz (5^=2.04) to 23.1 Hz (Sz=2.65), while its FWHM increased from ~5 
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Figuree 9.8: Properties of the NBO (filled circles) and FBO as a function Sz. 

Hzz to ~13 Hz. The rms amplitude of the FBO initially continued the trend of the NBO rms 
amplitude;; it increased from 2.9% (Sz=2.04) to 5.5% (5—2.23), but then decreased to 1.8% 
(5Z=2.65). . 

Too study the transitions between the NBO and FBO more carefully, we inspected all dy-
namicall  power spectra of observations with Sz values around 2. Although no clear transitions 
weree found, mainly due to the limited quality of the dynamical power spectra, we did in some 
casess see QPOs with intermediate frequencies (~ 10 Hz), suggesting that the frequency does 
nott jump directly from ~7 Hz to ~14 Hz. Fitting the power spectra in consecutive time in-
tervalss (longer than 16 s), rather than inspecting dynamical power spectra with the eye, will 
probablyy lead to more conclusive results, but is beyond the scope of the current paper. The 
timee scales on which the NBO/FBO frequency changed from ~77 Hz to ~14 Hz and back were 
ass short as a few tens of seconds. 

Wee also studied the behavior of the NBO/FBO during two long type I X-ray bursts. The 
firstfirst one started on 1998 November 18 at 08:51:26 UTC, the second one on 1999 Oct 10 
att 09:10:47 UTC. Their exponential decay times were, respectively, 2 s and 2 s 
(Kuulkerss 2001). Both bursts occurred near the NB/FB vertex and in the power spectra of 
theirr respective observations the NBO/FBO is clearly detected. No other QPOs were detected 
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Figuree 9.9: The dynamical power spectra (top panels) and light curves in the 2-60 keV 
bandd (bottom panels) of the two type I X-ray bursts in which we studied the behavior of 
thee NBO/FBO (The November 1998 burst is shown on the left [5 PCUs] and the October 
1999,, burst on the right [3 PCUs].)- The intervals in which we measured the NBO/FBO are 
indicatedd by Roman numerals (see Table 9.6). The shades of gray in the dynamical power 
spectraa represent the Leahy power, with darker shades indicating higher powers. 

inn the power spectra of these bursts. Figure 9.9 shows the dynamical power spectra of both 
bursts,, together with their 2-60 keV light curves. During the brightest part of the bursts 
thee NBO/FBO seemed to disappear. Apparently, the burst flux was not modulated at the 
NBO/FBOO frequencies with the same amplitude as the persistent flux. To quantify this, we 
determinedd upper limits on the NBO/FBO strength and compared those with the values outside 
thee bursts. The results are shown in Table 9.6. Clearly, during the brightest part of the bursts 
thee rms amplitude of the NBO/FBO was significantly weaker, not only as a fraction of the 
totall  flux, but also in absolute terms (and hence as a fraction of the persistent flux, if the 
persistentt emission is assumed to continue during the bursts). These measurements constitute 
thee first determination of the effect of X-ray bursts on the NBO/FBO. The fact that the burst 
suppressess the QPO can have important consequences for our understanding of its formation 
mechanismm (see Section 9.4.1). 
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Interval l 

Novv 1998 
Novv 1998 
Novv 1998 
Novv 1998 
Novv 1998 
Octt 1999 -
Octt 1999 -
Octt 1999 -

-I I 
-I I I 
-II I I 
-IV V 
-- V 
I I 
II I 
II I I 

Countt Rate 
(countss s"1) 

2811 1 
2648 8 
4568 8 
3232 2 
2833 3 
1742 2 
2616 6 
1847 7 

Fractionall  rms 
(%) ) 

9 9 
3 3 

<0.71 1 
<2.1 1 

2 2 
7 7 

<1.57 7 
4 4 

Absolutee rms 
(countss s_1) 

3 3 
8 8 

<32.4 4 
<68 8 

6 6 
0 0 

<41.1 1 
7 7 

Tablee 9.6: The properties of the NBO/FBO during the two bursts shown in Figure 9.9. The 
intervalss given in first column can be also found in that figure. The upper limits in the last 
twoo columns are 95% confidence. The count rates are in the 5.1-60 keV (November 1998, 5 
PCUs)) and 5.8-60 keV (October 1999, 3 PCUs) bands. 

Noisee components: LFN and VLFN 

LFNN was detected between Sz=—0.6 and Sz=5.0. As mentioned before, the appearance of the 
NBOO around 5Z=1.5, kept us from putting firm constraints on the LFN parameters between 
SSzz=l.4=l.4  and Sz=l.6. The fit results for the LFN are shown in Figure 9.10 (see also Table 9.7), 
inn two separate columns: one for the fits with a cut-off power law fit (5^=0.0-1.4) and one 
forr the fits with a Lorentzian (5z<0.O and Sz=  1.6-5.0). The strength of the LFN was in both 
casess defined as the integrated power spectral density between 1 Hz and 100 Hz. We note that 
beloww 5Z=0.1 the VLFN was not fitted separately from the LFN. An inspection of 1/256-4096 
Hzz power spectra below Sz=0.1 showed that a weak power law component was present at 
frequenciess below 0.1 Hz. This component was probably VLFN; its power in the 1-100 Hz 
rangee was much smaller than that of the LFN, so, although some VLFN power was absorbed 
byy the LFN, this did not affect the LFN rms amplitudes significantly. The strength of the 
LFNN changed considerably as a function of Sz. It showed a narrow peak between Sz=—0.6 
andd 5Z=0.2 of ~6% rms. Between 5Z=0.2 and 5Z=1.7 it gradually decreased from ~4.5% rms 
too ~ 3% rms. Another decrease was observed between Sz=2.1 and 52=5.0, from ~4.5% rms 
too ~ 1% rms. The behavior between SZ=U  and SZ=2J was quite erratic, probably due to 
interactionss with the fit  functions of NBO and FBO. 

Thee centroid frequency of a Lorentzian and the cut-off frequency of a cut-off power law 
cannott be directly compared. Since we wanted to see how the typical frequency of the LFN 
evolvedd with Sz, we chose to plot Wmax, which is the maximum in a vP(v) plot and the fre-
quencyy at which most of the power is concentrated (Belloni, Psaltis, & van der Kli s 2001, in 
prep.).. For a Lorentzian v ^ is (v̂  + (FWHM/2)2)1/2 and for a cut-off power law Vmax is 
(11 — a)vcia (see Section 9.2 for analytical expressions for a Lorentzian and cut-off power law). 
Ass can be seen from Figure 9.10, between Sz=—0.6 and Sz=l  .7 v ^ smoothly increased from 
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Figuree 9.10: LFN properties as function of Sz. The left column shows the results for the fits 
withh a Lorentzian, the right column those for fits with a cut-off power law. In both cases 
thee rms amplitude is the integrated power in the 1-100 Hz range. vmax is the frequency at 
whichh most of the power is concentrated (see text for the expressions for vmax-) For reasons 
off  comparison we also plotted the values of the other fit  function (gray) in the panels for the 
rmss amplitude and vmax. 
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Figuree 9.11: VLFN properties as function of Sz. The rms amplitude is the integrated power in 
thee 0.1-1 Hz range. The arrows in the top panel represent upper limits. 

~~ 1.2 Hz to ~14.7 Hz. Above Sz=1.7 the errors on Vmax were larger and the behavior was less 
clear.. Between Sz=\.l  and Sz=2.3 vmax decreased to ~6.5 Hz, and above Sz=2.3 it increased 
againn to ~15 Hz. We tested whether the change of the fit functions at Sz=0.0 affected the 
valuess for vmax and the other power spectral parameters, by swapping the fit functions used 
beloww and above Sz=0.0; no significant changes were found. 

VLFNN was detected over almost the whole Sz range. Although we only started fitting 
thee VLFN separately from the LFN above Sz=0.l (in the 16 s power spectra), VLFN was 
presentt at frequencies below 0.1 Hz in the 256 s power spectra below Sz=0A. In the 16 s 
powerr spectra it was only significantly detected above S,=0.3. The fit results for the VLFN 
aree shown in Figure 9.11 (see also Table 9.7). Between Sz=03 and Sz=1.4 the VLFN strength 
decreasedd from ~0.9% rms to ~0.4% rms. Above Sz=1.4 its strength increased, to a peak 
valuee of ~1.3% rms at the NB/FB vertex. On the lower FB the strength decreased again, to 
aa value of ~0.5% rms, and above Sz=3.0 it increases to ~1.6% rms at the top of the FB. The 
indexx of the VLFN slowly increased from ~0.6 to ~ 1.0 between Sz=0.1 and SZ=2A, with a 
smalll  peak between Sz=1.6 and Sz=1.9, where the index had a value of ~ 1.5. Between 5Z=2.4 
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Lowerr kHz QPO Upper kHz QPO 
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Figuree 9.12: kHz QPO properties as a function of Sz. For reasons of comparison, the frequency 
off  the other QPO (gray) is also plotted in the frequency plot of each QPO. 

andd Sz=3.2 the VLFN was much steeper. The indices were not well constrained and had values 
betweenn 1.7 and 4.0. Above Sz=3.2, where the error bars are much smaller, the index slowly 
decreasedd from 2.1 to 1.8. 

9.3.33 High Frequency QPOs 

Bothh the lower and upper kHz QPO were clearly detected; the lower kHz QPO between Sz=0.5 
andd Sz=l.5, the upper kHz QPO between 5V=-0.3 and 5^=1.7. The results can be found in 
Tablee 9.8 and are shown in Figure 9.12. The QPO frequencies showed a clear increase with 
SSzz,, although both relations flattened at their low frequency ends. The FWHM of the lower 
kHzz QPO was consistent with being constant at ~ 100 Hz, whereas the rms amplitude showed 
aa peak near 52=1.05 with a value of . The rms amplitude and FWHM of the upper 
kHzz QPO both decreased with Sz. 

Figuree 9.13a shows the frequency difference of the two kHz QPOs as a function of the 
frequencyy of the upper kHz QPO. Some fits were made to the data; they are also shown 
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Figuree 9.13: The kHz QPO frequency difference in GX 17+2 as function of the upper peak 
frequency.. In (a) three fits to the data are shown (gray): a constant (solid line), a straight line 
(dashedd line), and a parabola (dotted line). In (b) three models for the frequency difference 
(Stellaa & Vietri 1999) for three different neutron star masses (M = 1.8AfQ, M = 2.0M©, and 
MM = 2.2MQ) are shown. For comparison we also plotted the data for Sco X-l (gray) from van 
derr Kli s et al. (1997b). 

inn Figure 9.13a. The best fit to the frequency difference with a constant gave a value of 
44 Hz. The y}/d.o.f. for this fit was 18.6/9, which means that at a 97% confidence 

levell  the frequency difference was not constant. This is the first time that this is observed for 
GXX 17+2. Fits with first and second order polynomials (taking into account errors in both 
coordinates)) resulted in, respectively, %2/d.o./.= 15.0/8 and %2/d.o./.=3.7/7. Although the 
latterr two fits show that with 99.998 % confidence (3.2o) a decrease towards higher frequency 
iss not monotonie, it is not clear either whether the decrease towards lower frequencies is 
significantt or not. This would be the first time that such a decrease towards lower frequencies 
iss observed in any source with a non-constant frequency difference. To test this two fits with 
aa broken line (not shown) were performed, where in one case the slope of the low frequency 
partt was fixed to zero. They resulted in y?/d.o.f.=6.28/7 (slope fixed) and y}/d.o.f .=2.5216 
(slopee free), which suggests that the decrease is only significant at a 99.97 confidence level 
(2.3a). . 

Inn Figure 9.13b we plot the curves produced by Stella & Vietri (1999) for the frequency 
separationn as a function of the upper kHz QPO frequency. For comparison we also plotted 
thee data for Sco X-l from van der Kli s et al. (1997b). Clearly, the decrease of the frequency 
differencee towards lower frequencies occurs in a frequency range for the upper kHz QPO that 
wass not observed in Sco X-1. 

Thee Q values (frequency/FWHM) of the two kHz QPOs were consistent with each other 
andd with that of the HBO and its harmonic (see Figure 9.7; between Sz=0.5 and Sz=l.5 they 
alll  increased from ~5 to ~10. This unexpected finding may provide a keyy to understanding 
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Figuree 9.14: HBO frequency as function upper kHz QPO frequency. The solid line is the best 
powerr law fit to the data below 1000 Hz for the upper kHz frequency. The power law index is 

.. A clear deviation from this relation can be seen for values above 1000 Hz. 

thee formation mechanism of the three QPOs - this will be further discussed in Section 9.4.1. 
Whenn comparing Figures 9.12 and 9.6 one can see that above Sz=1.5, where the HBO fre-

quencyy starts to decrease, the upper kHz QPO frequency still increases. In Figure 9.14 we plot 
thee frequencies of both QPOs against each other. For values of the upper kHz frequency lower 
thann 1030 Hz the frequencies are well correlated, but above there is a clear anti-correlation. 
Thee solid line is the best power law fit to the points below 1000 Hz. The power law with index 
iss . This is the first time in any source showing kHz QPOs that an anti-correlation 
iss observed between the frequencies of the low and high frequency QPOs (see Section 9.4.1 
forr a discussion). 

9.44 Discussion 

Wee performed a detailed study of the low and high frequency power spectral features of the 
neutronn star low-mass X-ray binary and Z source GX 17+2. As was found in previous studies 
off  GX 17+2 and other Z sources, the properties of most power spectral features correlated 
welll  with the position of the source along the Z track in the X-ray color-color diagram. Some 
neww results were found, the most interesting being the fact that the frequency separation of 
thee kHz QPOs was not constant and the decrease probably not monotonie (Fig. 9.13), that 
theirr Q values were consistent with those of the HBO and its harmonic (Fig. 9.7), and that 
thee frequency of the upper kHz QPO was found to anti-correlate with that of the HBO when 
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thee latter started to decline on the NB (Fig 9.14). We also found a sub-harmonic of the HBO 
andd showed that the NBO/FBO amplitude is suppressed during type I X-ray burst (Fig. 9.9). 
Thesee findings contribute significantly to an understanding of the processes that occur in inner 
regionss of accretion disk in neutron star LMXBs. In the remainder of this section they will be 
discussedd in more detail. 

9.4.11 Timing behavior 

Horizontall  Branch Oscillations 

Thee HBO of GX 17+2 and its second harmonic were discovered with EXOSAT (Stella et al. 
1985,, 1987; Langmeier et al. 1990). Kuulkers et al. (1997) studied the power spectra of GX 
17+22 in terms of Sz, and found the HBO between Sz=0.0 and Sz=0.3, with a frequency of 
24.0-27.33 Hz. Note that the Sz scale from Kuulkers et al. (1997) is not necessarily exactly the 
samee as ours, due to uncertainties involved in the Sz method (see Section 9.2). With Ginga 
itit  was found between 19.5 and 31.2 Hz (Penninx et al. 1990); no Sz range was determined, 
butt from the CD and HID it was clear that it was only found on the HB. Both in the EXOSAT 
andd Ginga data the frequency and FWHM ratios of the second and first HBO harmonics are 
consistentt with 2, but also with the values that we found, i.e. a frequency ratio 1.941 7 
andd a FWHM ratio of . Using RXTE data from February 1996, that were not 
includedd in our analysis (see Section 9.2), Wijnands et al. (1996) observed the HBO for the 
firstfirst time on the NB. Not only were the frequencies much higher than found before on the HB 
(~50-622 Hz), but they also decreased significantly above Sz=l.4. This decrease, again above 
5Z=1.4.. was confirmed by Wijnands et al. (1997b) using the 1997 RXTE/PCA data, that were 
alsoo part of our current data set. In our data the decrease of the HBO frequency started only 
abovee 5Z=1.5. This discrepancy is likely due to the fact that the HB/NB vertex was not (well) 
observedd in the CDs used by Wijnands et al. (1996) and Wijnands et al. (1997b), so the Sz 

scalee could not be determined as well as in our case. 
Theree were interesting features in the HBO properties which reproduced between the 1996 

RXTERXTE data and our RXTE data. In both cases the Sz dependence of the HBO frequency 
wass not symmetric around its peak value. Below, the frequency slowly flattened off to its 
maximumm value, but above it showed a fast decrease by a few Hz that was followed by a 
moree or less linearly decrease with 5Z. Simultaneously with the frequency drop, the FWHM 
increasedd by more than a factor two. The flattening of the HBO frequency in our data set 
startedd around 5Z=1.0, at the same point where the HBO harmonic became undetectable and 
thee FWHM of the HBO decreased by a factor of about two. Note that these sudden changes 
inn the HBO properties do not coincide with changes in the fit  function that was used or with 
suddenn changes in thee other low frequency components. 

Wee compared our results with RXTE studies of the Z sources GX 5-1 (Wijnands et al. 
1998a),, Cyg X-2 (Wijnands et al. 1998b) and GX 340+0 (Jonker et al. 2000b). The HBO 
frequencyy in Cyg X-2 decreased above Sz=l.l , although it was also consistent with remaining 
constantt (see also Wijnands et al. (1997b), for an analysis based on Ginga data, where a 
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similarr decrease is reported). As the decrease started, the FWHM increased by a factor almost 
two,, similar to what we observed in GX 17+2. In GX 340+0 the HBO frequency showed a 
strongg flattening above Sz=l,  but the behavior of the FWHM was not well defined above that 
point.. It is interesting to note though, that the flattening of the frequency-.̂ relation started 
aroundd the Sz where the harmonic of the HBO became undetectable (5Z=0.9). In GX 5-1 
onlyy weak flattening was observed in the frequency, which like in GX 17+2 and GX 340+0 
startedd around the Sz where the harmonic of the HBO became undetectable (5Z=1.0). When it 
disappearedd the FWHM of the HBO increased, opposite to what we observe in GX 17+2. In 
alll  sources the rms amplitude of the HBO decreased with 5Z, although both Cyg X-2 and GX 
17+22 show a small increase around the Sz where the frequency drop started. 

AA possible solution for the frequency decrease of the HBO above Sz=l.5 was put forward 
byy Wijnands et al. (1996). Based on the two-flow (disk flow + radial flow) accretion model 
describedd in Former et al. (1989), they suggested that, although the total mass accretion rate 
ontoo the neutron star increases from the HB/NB vertex to the NB/FB vertex, the mass accretion 
ratee through the thin disk actually decreases above Sz=l.5. This decrease is then compensated 
forr by a faster increase in the radial or spherical inflow. Since the HBO frequency is set 
byy the disk flow (in the framework in which they discussed the HBO), a decrease in the 
accretionn rate through the disk above Sz=1.5 would then automatically lead to a decrease 
inn frequency. This model also naturally explains the appearance of the NBO around Sz=1.5, 
whichh is strongly connected to the strength of the radial flow (Former et al. 1989). A difficulty 
withh this explanation is that there is no spectral evidence for a change in the accretion flow 
geometryy around 5Z=1.5. A possible solution for this is that this change is gradual and starts 
alreadyy before Sz=l  .5. The onset of the change in the flow geometry might for instance show 
upp as the HB/NB vertex. The increase in the disk flow would then get less until Sz=1.5, above 
whichh it decreases. Since this is a gradual process, no apparent spectral changes at Sz=l.5 are 
expected.. However, somewhat dependent on die kHz model, a decrease in the accretion rate 
throughh the disk would most likely also affect the frequencies of the kHz QPOs. Our observing 
campaignn in 1999 was aimed to a large extent to check on this. The present analysis shows 
clearlyy that such a decrease, or even a flattening, is not observed. Another possible explanation 
forr the frequency decrease of the HBO, which is also related to the appearance of the NBO, 
mightt lie in the increase of the radiation pressure. This could reduce the effective gravity 
andd thereby also the HBO frequency. However, the kHz QPO frequencies would also have to 
affectedd by this, which seems not to be the case. A more promising explanation is offered by 
Morsinkk & Stella (1999) who show that the decrease is intrinsic to their model for the kHz 
QPOss and HBO. It will be discussed at the end of this section. 

Harmonicss of the HBO have been found in all Z sources where the HBO has been ob-
served.. In GX 5-1, Cyg X-2 (Wijnands et al. 1997b) and GX 340+0, the frequency ratio of 
thee harmonic and the fundamental is generally less than two, similar to what we found in GX 
17+2.. This can be explained, at least in GX 17+2, by looking at the Sz dependence of the rms 
amplitudess of both components. From Figure 9.6 it is clear that the Sz dependence of the rms 
amplitudee of the HBO harmonic is steeper than that of the HBO fundamental. Although in a 
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certainn Sz selection both frequencies will tend to be dominated by those with the higher rms 
amplitudes,, and hence by lower Sz and lower frequencies, this effect will be stronger for the 
harmonicc than for the fundamental, since the Sz dependence of its rms amplitude is steeper. 
Thee result is that in general the frequency ratio will end up to be less than two. To test this 
hypothesiss we calculated the weighted averages of two harmonically related linear functions, 
representingg the HBO-5zrelation between Sz=0.0 and Sz=1.0. As weight we used linear func-
tionss that were fit to the rms-Sz relation between Sz=0.0 and Sz=l  .0. The ratio of the weighted 
averagess was 1.93, which is very close to the observed value of 1.94. 

Peakedd features with frequencies intermediate to those of the LFN and the HBO have been 
reportedd for GX 340+0 (Jonker et al. 2000b), Sco X-l (van der Kli s et al. 1997b; Wijnands & 
vann der Kli s 1999a), GX 5-1 (not well measured, Kuulkers et al. 1994), and now also for GX 
17+2.. Based on the average frequency ratio of this sub-HBO component and the HBO in GX 

,, we suggest that, similar to what was suggested for GX 340+0, it may be 
thee sub-harmonic of the HBO. In GX 340+0 this ratio was ~0.45, but it was consistent with 0.5 
(P.. Jonker, priv. comm.). In Sco X-l the sub-HBO peak was not fitted with a Lorentzian, but 
withh a broken power law whose break frequency was 0.6-0.7 times the frequency of the HBO 
(Wijnandss & van der Kli s 1999a). These values are not consistent with 0.5 (R. Wijnands, 
priv.. comm.); fits with Lorentzians would probably resulted in values closer to 0.5. It was 
suggestedd (van der Kli s et al. 1997b) that it could possibly be the true signature of the noise 
componentt that is expected to accompany HBOs (Lamb et al. 1985) or that it might be the band 
limitedd noise component seen in atoll sources and BHCs (Wijnands & van der Klis 1999a). 
Inn all three cases the sub-HBO component appeared as a broad feature, unlike the HBO and 
itss second harmonic. If it were really harmonically related to the HBO, technically it should 
bee called the fundamental, and the HBO and its harmonic should then be referred to as the 
secondd and fourth harmonic. However, to stay consistent with other studies we will use the 
termss sub-harmonic, fundamental and second harmonic. A comparative study by Wijnands & 
vann der Kli s (1999a) of low frequency (HBO-like) QPOs and band limited noise components 
inn the neutron star Z and atoll sources and black holes revealed strong correlations between 
thee typical frequencies of those components. However it was found that the relation of the Z 
sources,, although lying parallel to that of the atoll source and black holes, was slightly offset. 
Itt is interesting to see that this discrepancy between the Z sources on the one hand and the 
atolll  sources and black holes on the other disappears (Jonker et al. 2000b), at least for GX 
17+2,, Sco X-l and GX 340+0, when one uses the frequencies of the sub-HBO component, 
insteadd of HBO frequency (see also Wijnands & van der Kli s 1999a). If the low frequency 
QPOO in the atoll sources and the sub-HBO component of the three Z sources would indeed be 
thee same QPO, this would mean that the Z sources do not anymore follow the relation between 
thee low frequency (HBO-like) QPO and the lower kHz QPO as defined by atoll and black hole 
systemss (Psaltis et al. 1999). It is interesting to see that the three Z sources would then end 
upp near or slightly above a second relation that is traced out by atoll sources like 4U 1728-34 
andd 4U 1608-52. At the moment, however, it seems that the relation found by Wijnands & 
vann der Kli s (1999a) and the main relation of Psaltis et al. (1999) are mutually exclusive for 
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thee two types of sources. Note that Wijnands & van der Kli s (1999a) found that if in their plot 
forr Sco X-l the frequencies of the sub-HBO component and the HBO were used, instead of 
thee LFN and HBO frequencies, the discrepancy between Sco X-l and the non-Z sources also 
disappeared.. This reinterpretation has the advantage of preserving the consistency with the 
Psaltiss et al. (1999) relation as well. 

Thee dominance of the even harmonics over the odd harmonics in the low frequency (HBO-
like)) QPOs, as suggested by the presence of a sub-harmonic of the HBO, is not only observed 
inn the Z sources, but also a common feature in BHCs such as GS 1124-68 (Belloni et al. 1997) 
andd XTE J1550-564 (Homan et al. 2001). It suggests that a two-fold symmetry is present in 
thee production mechanism of these low frequency QPOs. In the case of neutron stars it could 
bee explained by a asymmetry in the magnetic field, which results in different areas for the 
polarr caps (see e.g. Kuulkers et al. 1997). However, this assumes that the magnetic field and 
polarr caps are involved in the QPO mechanism, and is therefore not applicable to BHCs. A 
moree appealing model would be one in which the QPOs are produced in the disk, and do not 
requiree the presence of a solid surface or magnetic field, such as the relativistic precession 
modell  (Stella & Vietri 1998, see below), in which a two-fold symmetry is introduced by 
thee two points at which the slightly inclined orbits of blobs of matter cross the plane of the 
accretionn disk. 

Severall  models have been proposed for the HBO. In the magnetospheric beat frequency 
modell  (Alpar & Shaham 1985; Lamb et al. 1985), which was developed soon after the dis-
coveryy of the HBO in GX 5-1 (van der Klis et al. 1985), its frequency is the beat between the 
neutronn star spin frequency and the orbital frequency of blobs of matter around the neutron 
star.. This model for the HBO prevailed until the discovery of the kHz phenomena in the neu-
tronn star LMXBs (Strohmayer et al. 1996; van der Klis et al. 1996; van der Kli s 2000, for a 
review),, when it was suggested as an explanation for the similarity of the kHz QPO frequency 
separationn and the frequency of the burst oscillations in 4U 1728-34 (Strohmayer et al. 1996; 
Cuii  2000; Campana 2000). The sonic point beat frequency model (Miller, Lamb, & Psaltis 
1998)) explains the frequencies of the kHz QPOs in terms of another beat frequency model. 
Whilee the HBO is proposed to be explained by the original model, it is assumed that a Keple-
riann disk still exists within the magnetosphere. The observed kHz frequencies are close to the 
orbitall  frequency at the sonic point of this disk and the beat of this frequency with neutron star 
spinn frequency. The model requires the presence of a magnetosphere and a solid surface, and 
cann therefore not explain the low and high frequency QPO in the black hole candidates. More 
recentlyy relativistic precession models have been proposed for the HBO. (Stella & Vietri 1998, 
1999;; Morsink & Stella 1999; Stella et al. 1999 however see Markovic & Lamb 2001). Three 
frequenciess are predicted, corresponding to the three fundamental frequencies of the motion 
off  a test particle in the vicinity of a compact object, which are identified with the HBO and 
thee two kHz QPOs. However, the lowest predicted frequency, which should explain the HBO, 
aree a factor 2 lower than the low frequency QPOs in the atoll sources and the sub-harmonic 
off  the HBO in the Z sources. Hence, a mechanism to produce second harmonics is required. 
Stellaa & Vietri (1998) suggested that a modulation at twice the precession frequency might 
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bee generated at the two points where the inclined orbit of a blob intersects the disk. A nice 
featuree of the relativistic precession model is the prediction that above a certain value of the 
upperr kHz QPO, the frequency of the HBO starts to decrease (see Morsink & Stella 1999), 
duee to the increasing importance of the classical precession that is related to the stellar oblate-
ness.. In GX 17+2 this turn-over of the HBO frequency occurs at a value of ~1 kHz for the 
upperupper kHz QPO with a peak frequency of ~60 Hz for the HBO. Judging from Figure 2 in 
Morsinkk & Stella (1999), the relation between the HBO and upper kHz QPO frequencies in 
GXX 17+2 would favor a high neutron star spin frequency (~50O-700 Hz), a neutron star mass 
off  more than 2 Af0, and hard equations of state (assuming the observed HBO frequency is four 
timess the predicted frequency). Moreover, in the relativistic precession model, well below the 
turn-over,, the HBO frequency is expected to scale quadratically with the upper kHz QPO fre-
quency.. The best power law fit to the data below 1000 Hz yielded an index of 7 
(seee Figure 9.14), which is consistent with a quadratic relation. Unlike the sonic point beat 
frequencyy model no actual mechanism is proposed for the production of QPOs. However, in a 
recentt model by Psaltis & Norman (2001) the accretion disk acts as low band-pass filter with 
resonancess close to the three frequencies predicted in the relativistic precession model. It is 
unclearr to what extent the details of the relativistic precession model (i.e. the turnover in the 
relationn between HBO and upper kHz frequency) carry over to the Psaltis & Norman (2001) 
description. . 

Inn the sonic point beat frequency model a turn over in the HBO-upper kHz QPO relation 
iss not predicted, but is flexible enough to account for it; if the turnover in HBO is explained 
byy the two flow model put forward by Wijnands et al. (1996), the steady increase of the upper 
kHzz QPO frequency can be explained by assuming that most of the radial flow falls back to 
thee disk before the sonic point is reached, so mat M and the upper kHz QPO frequency keep 
increasing. . 

Highh frequency QPOs 

Thee kHz QPOs in Z sources (van der Klis et al. 1996; Wijnands et al. 1997a, 1998a; Jonker 
ett al. 1998; Wijnands et al. 1998b; Zhang et al. 1998, see van der Kli s 2000 for a review) have 
beenn found on the HB and NB (and in Sco X-l also on the FB), with the Sz range in GX 
17+22 being the largest. In genend the upper peak in the Z sources is detected over a larger 
SSzz range than the lower peak. The strength of the upper peak shows a clear dependence on 
SSzz;;  rms amplitudes in the upper HB are about 5-6% (in energy bands above ~5-7 keV) and 
theyy smoothly decrease to values of 1-2% on the lower NB. The lower peak is usually a bit 
weaker,, and its strength is fairly constant. The FWHM of the lower peak is also quite constant, 
whereass that of the upper peak usually decreases with Sz. Both peaks therefore become more 
coherentt with increasing Sz, but this effect is stronger in the upper peak. The lower peak has 
beenn found between frequencies of 215 Hz and 845 Hz; the upper peak between 505 Hz and 
11300 Hz. The frequency separation of the two peaks was found to decrease in Sco X-l when 
thee frequency of the QPOs increased (van der Klis et al. 1997b). In the other Z sources it 
wass found (Wijnands et al. 1997a; Jonker et al. 1998; Psaltis et al. 1998) that the frequency 
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separationn was both consistent with the behavior of Sco X-l and with being constant. No burst 
oscillationss have been found in the two bursting Z sources GX 17+2 (Kuulkers et al. 1997; 
Kuulkerss 2001) and Cyg X-2 (Kuulkers et al. 1995; Wijnands et al. 1998a; Smale 1998). 

Ourr findings of the kHz QPOs in GX 17+2 are compatible with the general properties 
givenn above. The kHz QPOs in GX 17+2 were discovered with RXTE (van der Klis et al. 
1997a;; Wijnands et al. 1997a). In our data the lower kHz QPO was found between 517 Hz 
andd 794 Hz (Sz=0.5-1.5) and the upper kHz QPO between 618 Hz and 1087 Hz (Sz=-0.3-1.7), 
similarr to what was reported by Wijnands et al. (1997a). 

Ann important new result is that the frequency difference is no longer consistent (at a 97% 
confidencee level) with being constant (see Figure 9.13). The frequency separation peaked 
withh a value of 308 Hz, when the upper peak frequency was about 915 Hz, and fell off in both 
directions;; to 263 Hz and 239 Hz, when the frequencies of the upper peak were, respectively, 
7800 Hz and 1033 Hz. A decrease in the frequency separation at the low frequency side of 
thee upper kHz QPO, although only significant at a 2.3a level in our data, has not seen before 
inn any of the other LMXBs that show an non-constant frequency separation: Sco X-l (van 
derr Kli s et al. 1997b), 4U 1608-52 (Méndez et al. 1998a,b), 4U 1735 4̂ (Ford et al. 1998b), 
4UU 1728-34 (Méndez & van der Kli s 1999). Note that the frequency separation in those 
sourcess was not measured at upper peak frequencies as low as in GX 17+2. Although both the 
sonicc point beat frequency model (Miller et al. 1998; Lamb & Miller 2001) and the relativistic 
precessionn model (Stella & Vietri 1998, 1999; Stella et al. 1999) are capable of explaining 
thee observed decrease in frequency towards higher upper peak frequencies, they have severe 
problemss with a decrease towards lower frequencies. In the relativistic precession model such 
aa decrease is in principle expected, but not as sharp as we observed (Stella & Vietri 1999, see 
alsoo Figure 9.13). The sonic point beat frequency model can apparently not account for it at 
alll  (Lamb & Miller 2001). 

Ass discussed above (at the end of Section 9.4.1), the relativistic precession model naturally 
explainss the observed anti-correlation between the HBO and the upper kHz QPO (Morsink & 
Stellaa 1999). In the sonic point beat frequency model the HBO and kHz QPO are not produced 
byy the same mechanism. Although their frequencies do not necessarily need to be correlated 
att all times, an anti-correlation is not predicted. 

Wee note that recent investigations of the relativistic precession model by Markovic & 
Lambb (2001) have cast some doubt on the predicted frequencies and relations between them. 

QQ values of the HBO and kHz QPOs 

Thee Q values of the kHz QPOs are remarkably consistent with each other, and with those of 
thee HBO and its harmonic (see Figure 9.7). They also show an almost simultaneous increase 
abovee Sz=l.  If the QPOs were artificially broadened by our selection method, averaging to-
getherr peaks with different centroid frequencies, one would expect correlations of the FWHM 
withh the width of the Sz selection and with dv/dSz. Such correlations, if present at all, are far 
tooo weak to explain the observed similarities. 
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Thee FWHM of a QPO can be caused by several mechanisms. Intrinsic frequency varia-
tions,, phase jumps, the simultaneous presence of several frequencies, and a finite lifetime of 
thee signal will all cause a signal to appear as a broadened peak in a power spectrum. The 
dataa quality did not allow us to test the phase jump option. Lifetime broadening can probably 
nott explain our data. In the sonic point beat frequency model there is no reason why the life-
timess of the low and high frequency oscillations, which are determined by different processes, 
wouldd lead to similar Q values. In the relativistic precession model, where all frequencies 
aree generated by a single blob of matter, the lifetime for all variations is by definition the 
same.. However, in that case the Q values of the kHz QPOs should be much higher (by a factor 
10-20)) than those of the HBO, since more kHz cycles fit  in a blobs lifetime. Of course, it is 
possiblee that the lifetime of the oscillations is not determined by the lifetime of the blob, but 
ratherr by a damping factor. If these factors are not the same for the different frequencies, die 
similarityy of the Q values could in principle be explained. 

Explainingg the Q values by broadening due to the presence of several frequencies does not 
workk either. Below the turnover in the HBO-upper kHz QPO frequency relation the frequency 
off  the HBO scales quadratically with the frequency of die upper kHz QPO. A given range of 
upperr kHz frequencies would therefore lead to a Q value for the HBO that is half the Q value 
forr die upper kHz QPO. This is not consistent witii what we find. 

Frequencyy modulation could in principle explain the similar Q values, but only if the 
modulationn is caused by a different parameter than me one that determines the frequency 
changess along the Z track. Frequency modulation only works if the QPO frequencies depend 
onn the modulating parameter in the same way. The observed quadratic relation between the 
HBOO frequency and that of die upper kHz QPO as well as the subsequent turnover, shows 
thatt this is not the case for me parameter that causes me motion along the Z track. Since we 
doo not even know what the parameter is mat causes changes along me Z (see Section 9.4.2), 
wee have no idea what could be a possible modulating parameter. However, assuming mere is 
one,, we discuss the possibility of frequency modulation in a bit more detail. In order for me 
broadeningg due to frequency modulation to be observable in our power spectra, the time scale 
off  these variations should be shorter than 16s and longer than that of the HBO (0.2-0.5 s). 
Assumingg that me parameter mat causes me frequency modulations also causes some changes 
inn me count rate we could try to identify it in me power spectrum. The only reasonably strong 
componentss that we see in our power spectra and whose typical frequencies fulfil l me above 
requirementss (0.1< v < 10) are the LFN and NBO/FBO. In me Sz range below 1.5 only the 
LFNN is of interest. The strength of the LFN is ramer constant below 52=1.0 and decreases 
rapidlyy above it. This is in qualitative agreement with the Q values below Sz=1.5, which are 
ratherr constant up to Sz=1.0 and men rapidly increase. Above Sz=l.5 the Q values decrease 
againn to a value between 2 and 5. In mat case the broadening might be due to the appearance 
off  the NBO/FBO and the increase in the LFN strength. It is interesting to note that in Sco 
X-ll  it has been found that the kHz QPO properties are clearly modulated by me NBO (Yu 
ett al. 2001). Although the frequency changes they observed seem too small to explain our 
observedd Q values, this is probably due to their selection metiiod. In the atoll sources 4U 
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0614+099 (van Straaten et al. 2000) and 4U 1728-34 (di Salvo et al. 2001) the Q values are 
alsoo anti-correlated with the strength of the band limited noise. However, comparing the atoll 
sourcess 4U 1705^44 (Ford et al. 1998a) and 4U 1735 4̂ (Wijnands et al. 1998c) with each 
other,, shows that stronger noise does not necessarily means lower Q values. 

Normall  and flaring  branch oscillations 

Forr the first time we were able to study the properties of the NBO/FBO during type I X-ray 
bursts.. We found that the absolute rms amplitude significantly decreased when the radiation 
fromm the neutron star surface increased. This is clearly different from the behavior of the ~1 
Hzz QPOs in the dipping LMXBs 4U 1323-62 (Jonker et al. 1999), EXO 0748-676 (Homan 
ett al. 1999), and 4U 1746-37 (Jonker et al. 2000a), whose absolute rms amplitudes increased 
duringg type I X-ray bursts. It is thought that these QPOs are not related to the NBO/FBO in the 
ZZ sources. The behavior of the NBO/FBO in GX 17+2 shows that NBO/FBO mechanism is 
veryy sensitive to the radiation field. In the view of a radiation feedback mechanism (see below) 
itt is easy to understand that the NBO disappears during bursts: it is usually only observed 
inn a narrow Sz range, suggesting that it requires a delicate balance of certain parameters, 
amongg which the radiation field. The observations during the burst tails suggest that the 
NBOO mechanism does not switch on instantly but rather becomes stronger in a more gradual 
way.. Spectral fits during the bursts (Kuulkers 2001) suggest that the spectral properties of the 
accretionn flow itself are not affected much by the increase in radiation. 

Likee the HBO, the NBO/FBO in GX 17+2 was discovered with EXOSAT (Stella et al. 
1985,, 1987). Kuulkers et al. (1997) found the NBO between 5^=1.4 and Sz=2.0, although 
itt only had Q values higher than 1.5 above Sz=l.6. The frequencies were somewhat higher 
(~0.55 Hz) than we found, but this can be explained by the fact that the LFN was not fitted 
separately,, but with the same Lorentzian that was used for NBO. The frequencies of the LFN 
thatt we found in the same Sz range are ~ 10 Hz, so if the LFN is not fitted, the fitted frequency 
forr the NBO is higher than its true frequency. This effect is rather small in our data selec-
tionss (~0.2 Hz), but will be high enough for the lower quality EXOSAT data to explain the 
frequencyy difference. The rms amplitudes of the NBO were lower than those we found, even 
thoughh we fitted the LFN separately. This is due to the higher energy band that we used; the 
NBOO in GX 17+2 and other Z sources becomes stronger towards higher energies (see Homan 
ett al., in preparation, van der Klis 1995a). The FBO was only detected once in the EXOSAT 
data,, around Sz=2.36 and with a frequency of 16.1 Hz, which is a bit lower than we found 
att a similar Sz, possibly because the LFN was not fitted separately (see above). In the Ginga 
dataa (Penninx et al. 1990) the FBO was found over a larger frequency range: 12.6-18.6 Hz, 
wheree we only take into account QPOs with Q>1.5. The frequency of the FBO clearly in-
creasedd with the position on the FB. The NBO was found between 5.5 Hz and 7.7 Hz, with 
noo clear dependence on the position on the NB. There was one observation of a QPO with an 
intermediatee frequency of 9.4 Hz, but it was found on the FB far from the NB/FB vertex and 
iss probably similar to the LFN we found on the FB. Note that both in the EXOSAT and Ginga 
dataa peaks were found, in a similar frequency range as the NBO and FBO, but with much 
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largerr widths. These peaks were likely blends of the NBO/FBO with LFN, or only LFN. 

Inn our data set we found the NBO between Sz=l.6 and SZ=2A, although it may already 
havee been present as a very broad feature as early as 5Z=1.4. Its frequency, which was on 
averagee ~6.8 Hz, did not change by more than M).5 Hz in this interval. Between Sz-2.0 and 
Sz=2.1,, the NBO 0 Hz) was detected simultaneously with the FBO $ Hz). 
Abovee Sz=2.1 the FBO frequency increased, to ~23 Hz at 5Z=2.65. Note that the simultane-
ouss presence of the NBO and FBO between 5Z=2.0 and 5Z=2.1 is likely an artefact of the Sz 

selectionn method. Inspection of dynamical power spectra showed that they were never present 
att the same time. It is interesting though, that in that Sz selection their frequencies differed 
byy a factor that is consistent with a factor 2, which is suggestive of mode switching of the 
NBO/FBO.. However, there is evidence for QPOs with intermediate frequencies, which un-
derminess that idea. So, two major changes occurred at the NB/FB vertex: first, the frequency 
changedd from being more or less constant to being strongly correlated with Sz. Second, the 
frequencyy increased by a factor consistent with 2. The first effect was also clearly observed 
inn Sco X-l by Dieters & van der Kli s (2000). Although a sharp increase occurred in the 
NBO/FBOO frequency around Sz=2.0 in Sco X-l , the transition contained more intermediate 
frequenciess . However, like in GX 17+2 it was not resolved and it is therefore still possible 
thatt frequency switching of some kind occurred. The only way to see whether the frequencies 
reallyy gradually transform into each other is to study the power spectral changes as a function 
off  time. However, the quality of the GX 17+2 data is not sufficient to perform such a study. 

Forr two Z sources, GX 340+0 (Jonker et al. 2000b) and Sco X-1 (Priedhorsky et al. 1986), 
asymmetriess of the NBO peaks have been reported. We suggest that in both sources the 
componentt responsible for the asymmetry is the LFN, which between Sz=1.6 and Sz=2.l was 
foundd at the high frequency side of the NBO. On the other hand, as was already mentioned 
byy Jonker et al. (2000b), high frequency shoulders are also observed for HBOs and for low 
frequencyy QPOs in black holes. It might well be that these shoulders are related to the QPO 
mechanismss and were accidentally fit by the LFN, and interpreted as such, in our case. 

Thee presence of the NBO/FBO in the Z sources has often been related to the fact that 
thesee sources accrete at near Eddington mass accretion rates. It is thought that at these high 
masss accretion rates a significant fraction of the accretion flow is in the form of a thick and 
perhapss spherical flow. Also, the effects of radiation pressure are thought to play an important 
rolee in this regime. The model for the NBO by Fortner et al. (1989) is based on a radiation 
feedbackk mechanism in a spherical accretion low. Their simulations revealed the presence of 
~66 Hz oscillations in the optical depth of the spherical accretion flow. They suggest that the 
mechanismm may excite photo-hydrodynamic modes with similar frequencies. Near and above 
thee Eddington luminosity these modes cause a segregation of the accreting gas and outgoing 
radiation,, allowing accretion to continue at these luminosities. As a results the effective grav-
ityy increases with luminosity, thereby increasing the frequency of these modes. This could 
explainn the steep frequency increase of the FBO above Sz=2.0 Another model for the NBO 
wass proposed by Alpar et al. (1992), in which the NBO frequency is basically that of sound 
wavess in a thickened accretion disk. This model does not explain how the NBO changes into 
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thee FBO. A major problem for both models could be the recently discovered NBO/FBO-like 
QPOss in the two atoll sources 4U 1820-30 (Wijnands et al. 1999) and XTE J1806-246 (Wi-
jnandss & van der Kli s 1999b). Certainly, in the first source the luminosity is believed to be 
onlyy ~20-40 % of the Eddington luminosity, while near-Eddington luminosities are required 
inn both models. 

Noisee Components - LFN, VLFN 

Thee main difference between the RXTE and EXOSAT power spectra is the lack of HFN in the 
former.. In the EXOSAT data HFN was found on all branches, up to frequencies of ~ 150 Hz. 
However,, no HFN was found in our data set, which either means that the presence of HFN 
inn GX 17+2 is subject to long term changes or that the HFN in EXOSAT was (partly) due 
too instrumental effects. A study of EXOSAT data of several sources (including background-
onlyy observations) by Berger & van der Kli s (1994) showed that a component with an rms 
amplitudee of ~ 3% is always present in the frequency range were the HFN was often found by 
Kuulkerss et al. (1997) (MOO Hz, see also Berger & van der Klis 1998), suggesting the latter to 
bee true. However, HFN was sometimes (Sz=0.0-1.0) also present at lower frequencies (20-50 
Hz)) with strengths too high to be explained by instrumental effects (4-5% rms). It might be 
thatt in those cases the same component was fitted that we call the sub-harmonic of the HBO. 
Thiss component extended up to the same frequencies. The similar rms amplitudes and their 
dependencee on Sz that we found seem to confirm this idea. 

Likee in the Ginga and EXOSAT data the VLFN was found on all branches. The rms 
amplitudess of the VLFN in our data seem to be lower than in the EXOSAT data as reported by 
Kuulkerss et al. (1997). However, we only measured the strength of the VLFN between 0.1 and 
11 Hz, whereas they extrapolated down to 0.01 Hz. We obtain similar rms amplitudes when 
wee apply the same extrapolation. Because the VLFN is steeper on the FB, the effects of this 
extrapolationn are more pronounced on that branch than on the HB and NB. On the FB the rms 
amplitudee increases from ~ 1% to more than 3%, on the other branches the increases are in the 
orderr of ~0.2% rms. The power law indices are consistent with those found by Kuulkers et al. 
(1997).. Past measurements of the energy spectrum of the VLFN suggest that it is caused by 
motionn of the source along the Z (van der Kli s 1986,1991; Lewin et al. 1992). The strength of 
thee VLFN (Fig. 9.11) and the speed along the Z track ((Vz), see Figure 9.4) should therefore 
havee a similar dependence on Sz. Our results are inconclusive; although some correlations are 
observedd (the increase above Sz=\  and the steep increase around Sz=2) there are also some 
differences.. Most notable is the dip in the VLFN strength around 5Z=3, which is not observed 
ass a decrease in (Vz). It is possible mat due to the steepness of the VLFN around 5Z=2.5 most 
off  its power was outside the range in which we determined the strength. 

Thee LFN was not fitted as a separate component by Penninx et al. (1990). Kuulkers et al. 
(1997)) reported LFN between 5z=-0.8 and Sz=l.2. Our data show much clearer relations of 
thee LFN parameters with Sz than the EXOSAT data, at least in the Sz range were it was found 
byy Kuulkers et al. (1997). However, due to the large error bars in Kuulkers et al. (1997) the 
resultss are consistent with each other. In our data, the LFN followed the behavior of the HBO, 
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bothh in strength and frequency, until the latter disappeared (< Sz — 2.1). Between Sz=2.1 and 
5Z=2.88 the behavior is rather complex and probably considerably influenced by the presence 
off  the NBO/FBO. Above Sz=3.0 the behavior was rather clean, with a decrease in strength 
andd an increase in frequency. It is not clear however whether the LFN on the FB is the same 
ass that on the HB and NB. Unfortunately no HBO was observed above Sz=2.1 to compare its 
behaviorr with, van der Kli s et al. (1997b) suggested that in Sco X-l the NBO/FBO emerged 
fromm the LFN. This seems not to be the case in GX 17+2, since the rms amplitude of the 
LFNN already starts to decrease well before the NBO appears. Moreover, v ^ shows a gradual 
increasee between S2=-0.6 and SZ=IA  to values well above the NBO frequency. Shibazaki & 
Lambb (1987) showed that in the magnetic beat frequency model for the HBO, the LFN is 
producedd as natural byproduct. However, a comparative study by Wijnands & van der Kli s 
(1999a)) strongly suggests that LFN has a similar origin as the band-limited noise component 
inn atoll sources, BHCs, and the millisecond X-ray pulsar SAX 1808.4-3658. They suggest 
thatt this noise component is produced in the accretion disk, and does not require the presence 
off  magnetosphere or solid surface. In the model by Psaltis & Norman (2001) based on disk 
modes,, this band limited noise component is naturally generated by slow leakage of power 
fromm the different modes that are excited. 

9.4.22 Spectral Behavior 
Inn our observations GX 17+2 traced out the well known Z-like tracks in the CD and HID. In 
additionn to motion along this track, we also observed secular motion of the Z track itself in 
thee HID of epoch 3 (see Figure 9.1), as was already reported by Wijnands et al. (1997a) (see 
alsoo Kuulkers et al. 1997, for a possible shift in the EXOSAT HID of GX 17+2). 

Itt is commonly believed that the motion of the source along and its position on the Z track 
aree determined by the mass accretion rate (Af) through the inner accretion disk and onto the 
neutronn star, increasing from the HB to the FB. Even though the count rates actually decrease 
onn the NB and in some sources also on the FB (implying an anti-correlation between M and 
flux)flux)  there are several observational results that support this view: (1) the frequencies of the 
HBOO and kHz QPOs, that in many models are directly related to M, gradually increase from 
HBB to NB (and in Sco X-l even to the FB, see van der Kli s et al. 1996). (2) The optical and 
UVV flux increase from HB to FB (Hasinger et al. 1990; Vrtilek et al. 1990; van Paradijs et al. 
1990;; Vrtilek et al. 1991; Hertz et al. 1992; Augusteijn et al. 1992); in X-ray binaries they are 
thoughtt to be due to reprocessing in the outer accretion disk of X-rays from the central source. 
Sincee the outer accretion disk subtends a larger solid angle than the observer it is assumed to 
bee less sensitive to anisotropics in the X-ray flux from the central source and therefore to be a 
betterr tracer of the 'real' X-ray flux. This would solve the apparent anti-correlation between 
MM and the (X-ray) flux (Hasinger et al. 1990). (3) Motion of a source is always along the Z 
track;; jumps between branches are never observed, in accordance with the assumption that M 
variess continuously. 

Itt has been found that secular motion of the Z tracks in the CDs of the Cyg-like sources 
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doess not affect the relation between the rapid variability properties and source position along 
thee track (see, e.g. Kuulkers et al. 1994; Jonker et al. 2000b, however see Wijnands & van der 
Kli ss 2001). In view of the M-dominated picture mentioned above, these changes can therefore 
nott be due to changes in M, but should have a different origin. It has been suggested that the 
Cyg-likee sources are viewed at a higher inclination than the Sco-like sources (Kuulkers et al. 
1994).. The differences in shapes of the Z tracks and some of the variability properties are also 
explainedd in this model (Kuulkers et al. 1994; Kuulkers & van der Kli s 1995). Psaltis et al. 
(1995)) suggest that the difference among the Z sources might be explained by difference in 
thee magnetic field strength, with the Sco-like sources having a lower magnetic field. 

Inn the last few years results have been obtained that may challenge the M-dominated pic-
ture.. These results are mainly due to the arrival of RXTE, whose high quality data revealed 
neww phenomena and allowed for a better comparison between different classes of X-ray bi-
naries.. In the following we discuss how some of our results of GX 17+2 conflict with the 
A/-dominatedd picture. 

Thee frequency of the HBO in GX17+2 starts to decrease when the source is half way the 
NB.. Although there are several explanations for this (see Section 9.4.1), it means that the first 
assumptionn given above (i.e. QP0 frequencies increase with M) is not as solid as it seemed a 
feww years ago. 

Thee theory of type I X-ray bursts predicts that their properties change and correlate with M 
(Fujimotoo et al. 1981; Fushiki & Lamb 1987). A study of the type I X-ray bursts in GX 17+2 
byy Kuulkers (2001) showed that their properties did not correlate well with the position along 
thee Z track at which they occurred, and therefore not well with the inferred M. Although other 
explanationss are possible (see Kuulkers 2001), this could mean that M does not determine the 
positionn of the source along the Z track. 

Recently,, di Salvo et al. (2000) reported the discovery with BeppoSAX of a hard tail in 
thee energy spectrum of GX 17+2. It increased in strength from the HB/NB vertex (where only 
upperr limits on its strength could be determined) onto the HB. They also showed that the total 
0.1-2000 keV flux increased monotonically from the NB/FB vertex (Fx = 1.52 x 10-8 ergs~l) 
too the top of the HB (Fx = 1.84 x 10- 8 ergs'1). This is different from the behavior of the 
2.9-20.11 keV count rate (see Figure 9.3a), which increased from NB/FB vertex to the HB/NB 
vertex,, but decreases afterwards. As can be seen from Figure 9.3b the behavior of the hard 
countt rate confirms the findings of di Salvo et al. (2000). Also, there is no evidence for a 
changee in its behavior near the HB/NB vertex. Unfortunately no BeppoSAX data were taken 
onn the FB. 

Thee behavior of the 0.1-200 keV flux on the NB and HB suggest that M increases in the 
oppositee direction from what is commonly assumed. However, since the flux changes are 
ratherr moderate (~20%), another option is that M does not change at all along the Z track. In 
thatt case motion along the Z track (i.e. spectral change) is caused by another parameter, such 
ass the inner disk radius, while M remains constant (van der Kli s 2000). A similar possibil-
ityy was suggested by Homan et al. (2001) to explain the observed behavior of the black hole 
transientt XTE J1550-564. They found that spectral changes occurred at different levels of 
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thee mass accretion rate. The spectral changes were ascribed to an unknown parameter, which 
theyy suggested to be the inner disk radius (based on variability), the size of the Comptoniz-
ingg region (based on spectral hardness), and/or the accretion flow geometry (based on radio 
brightness).. If this also applies to the Z sources, me secular motion that is observed could 
perhapss be explained by changes in the M. The apparent lack of a correlation between the 
typee I burst properties and the position along the Z track could also be explained, since M 
wouldd determine the properties of die bursts but no longer the spectral properties. 

Itt is interesting to see tiiat GX 17+2 and the Z sources, show in fact several similarities 
withh XTE J1550-564 and other black hole sources. The first was already briefly mentioned 
above,, and concerns the independent behavior of the hard and soft spectral components on 
thee HB. This independency of die hard and soft spectral components is commonly observed 
inn black hole candidates (BHCs, see Tanaka & Lewin 1995). There are several properties 
thatt correlate well with the spectral hardness in BHCs and also witii the spectral hardness in Z 
sources,, which increases from die NB to die HB (for the moment we will exclude die FB from 
mee comparison; it will be discussed later). These properties are die radio flux, me optical flux, 
andd to a certain degree also QPO frequencies. (1) The radio flux in BHCs is correlated widi 
mee spectral hardness (Fender et al. 1999; Fender 2001, and references dierein). This is also 
truee for GX 17+2, where the radio flux increases from die NB to the HB (Penninx et al. 1988). 
Scoo X-l (Hjellming et al. 1990b) and Cyg X-2 (Hjellming et al. 1990a) show similar behavior, 
whereass GX 5-1 only showed one flare on the NB (Tan et al. 1992); the behavior of GX 349+2 
(Cookee & Ponman 1991) and GX 340+0 (Penninx et al. 1993) has not been studied in that 
muchh detail. The behavior of die radio flux suggests mat as the spectral hardness increases, 
partt of me flow onto die neutron star evolves into an outflow. (2) Jain et al. (2001) found mat 
inn XTE J1550-564 die optical flux decreased during several small flares in which die hard 
spectrall  component became stronger. Aldiough die optical counterpart of GX 17+2 (Callanan 
ett al. 1999; Deutsch et al. 1999) has never been studied in much detail, mis behavior is similar 
too me anti-correlation between die hard color and optical/UV flux on die NB and HB in die Z 
sourcess Cyg X-2 (Hasinger et al. 1990; Vrtilek et al. 1990; van Paradijs et al. 1990) and Sco 
X-ll  (Vrtilek et al. 1991; Hertz et al. 1992; Augusteijn et al. 1992). (3) In XTE J1550-564 
mee frequencies of die low and high frequency QPO anti-correlate widi die strength of die 
hardd spectral component (Homan et al. 2001). This is also found in GX 17+2 for die kHz 
QPOss and HBO (compare Figure 9.3b with Figures 9.6 and 9.12) and other Z sources. The 
onlyy exception is me correlation between die HBO frequency and spectral hardness diat we 
observedd on me lower NB. In mat respect it is interesting to mention mat (Rutiedge et al. 
1999)) report a switch from a correlation to an anti-correlation between the QPO frequency 
andd spectral hardness in several BHCs, when die latter increases beyond a certain value. In 
additionn to me QPO frequencies also die band-limited noise behaves similar. It increases widi 
spectrall  hardness, bom in BHCs and Z sources (van der Kli s 1995a) 

Itt is tempting to compare the different black hole states (Tanaka & Lewin 1995; van der 
Kli ss 1995a) widi those of me Z sources. Based on me above similarities, we suggest that the 
HBB corresponds to die low state, die NB to die intermediate and/or very high state state, and 
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thee FB to the high state. However, there are still considerable differences: the low state spectra 
aree much harder than those of the HB, and the noise in the low state is also much stronger. 
Alsoo flaring is not observed in the black hole high state. However, in both the high state and 
FBB the variability at high frequencies (>50 Hz) is extremely weak. It is not clear if and how 
thee presence of a solid surface can explain these differences. 
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